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lDlrodndlon
Elliptic problems in three dimensions on nonrectangular domains present several di.fficulties. First is the often ignored problem of approximating the domain. This may be, in some sense, as difficult as the rest of the problem. Second, straightforward discretizations
give vcry large linear systems, even for relatively coarse grids. Third, these systeDlJ often do not possess nice properties, and using simple band Gaws elimination is very expensiv~. We present a fast mcthod for elliptic probleDlJ which separate into two lactors, one depending on x and y, and one depending on ::. We obtain a discrete problem of the form (1.1) (T, €II +1 €>A.,)U~F.
using tcnsor products of matrices. We then apply a fa:rt, tensor product ADI-method to solve (1.1) efficiently.
In Section 2 we briefly introduce the T~ruo, Producl G~Mrali::~d A11~'Mlin8 Dl'~CllolI Implicil (TPGADn method. We use finite differences to derive a tensor product formulation of tbe discrcte problem in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we apply the TPGADI method to this discrete problem, proving convergencc for the Dirichlet problem. We explore a specific implementalion in Section 6, showing that i! is effiei.ent borh in time and memory.
The Two Directional Tensor Prodad Generalized AnI MethodJ
Let A.. and B t be NI; XH.. matrices, and consider the linear system (2.1) We wish to solve the two directional problem (2.1) by using mcEhods employed to 1I01ve the one directional. simpler problems involving AI' D h A 2 and 8 2 . The ferm. direcriorwl is used rather Ihan dim<!nJionat since one direction may encompass more than one dimension.
For a given set of positive accderallon pararMterJ PI;. 1 = 1,2,. ". the two directional 
[8 1~( A2 +Pl+IB:Z>]C(t+l) =F -[(AI -P.l:+IB t )@B2]C(t+l6).
We use the following results in subsequent analysis; details arc found in [Dyksen, 1984a] . 
and where f and g are given funcli.ons of z. y and z.
We first consider Ihe subproblem of solving elliptic problems of the form .500
x .750
1.000 where Iltl ="(%"y/) (sec [Forsythe and Wasow. 19601 We now relum ro the original problem of solving three dimensional elliptic problems of tbe form (3.1) by using a "Method of Planes" approach. For a given positive integer M. we approximale tbe cylindrical domain n J by M +2 two dimensional cross sections defined by the
On each intcrior two dimensional domain 02@%}' we approximate L Z1 at each point in the interior of 1'i 2@1') by the partial difference operators (3.3). We approximate L. by the staodard symmetric finite differences. If we now let VI}::::: U(.:r/OYI.Z'!). then our finite difference approximation to (3.1) results in a system of lineill' equations in cbe unknowDs Uti' which can be written in tcnsor product form lIS (35) where T. is the symmetric tridiagonal maIm of order M xM defined by
" , and A...,. is defined in (3.4) . Notc that we use I to denote the identity matrix of possibly different orders. This special case: of the TPGADI method (2.1) with 8 1 =B 2 =1 is similar in nature Eo the Peaceman-Rachford method [Young, 1971, Chapter 17] . In traditional three dimensional ADI applications, the partial diHerential operator is required to separate into three factors, and the domain is required to be a rectangular right prism. The resulting discrete elliptic problem is
which is solved using a three directional ADI scheme [Varga, 1962. SectioD 7.4] . By combining the~lind Y dimensions into one factor, we can solve a considerably larger cll!5! of problems while still using an efficient TPGADI method.
Convcl'Icnce or tbe TelUOr' Product Generalized ADI Method
We DOW establish the convergence of the TPGADI iterative method (4.1) if applied to the discrete elliptic Dirichlet problem (3.5). Table 6 .1. Thus, the TPGADI melhod gives a potential for using a relatively large number of grid lines 10 solve three dimensional elliptic problem.
The following numerical results were computed on a VAX 111780 (UNIX. 4.1BSD) with a f1oating·point accelerator using the Fortran compiler m with optimizer in single precision. grid points interior to n 3 is computed. The results are summarized in Table 6 .2. where f and g arc chosen so that u(x.y ,J:) = sin(211"x}cos(4ozry)e".
We solve (62) are used D.5 the aeccleralion parameters. The results are given in Table 6 .3. We obtain Error:::: 110h z . 1l which agrees with the theoretical convergence rate of OChoz).
The number of i[erattons is chosen a priori. somewhat arbitrarily; it is possible that fewer iterations would produce satisfactory results. where g is defined by
The solution II to (6.3) can be interpreted as the steady lJtaie temperature distribution within n 3. given that the boundary is kept at the temperaturcs defined by B· We see from Figure 6 .1 that the domain (i 2 is difficult to approximate parti.cularly since .500
x .750 1.000 .8ge-Kl2
'"
.000 .250 .500 .750 1.000 The ELLPACK language provides a simple and natural way to express a two dimensional nonrectangular domain by specifying a sequence of parameterized sides together with boundary conditions. For example. the domain in Figure 3 .1 is defined in ELLPACK by the following so-called BOUNDARY seg~nJ: In this BOUNDARY segment, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified on all sides of the domain.
A two dimensional, nonrectangular domain is discretized within ELLPACK using the scheme described in Section 3 [Rice, 1984] . The domain processor overlays the rectangular grid of points on the domain, determines which grid points are inside and outside of~he domain, determines which interior grid points are next to the boundary, and finds the lnterscclions of the grid lines with the boundary of the domain. The boundary intersection points must be determined accurately relative to the discrelization error so that the Dirichlet boundary data is evaluated accurately, Ea..lATlON .
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